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Abstract
Securing ad hoc networks in a fully self-organized way is effective and light-weight,
but fails to accomplish trust initialization in many trust deficient scenarios. To overcome this problem, this paper aims at building well established trust relationships
in ad hoc networks without relying on any predefined assumption. We propose a
probabilistic solution based on distributed trust model. A secret dealer is introduced only in the system bootstrapping phase to complement the assumption in
trust initialization. With it, much shorter and more robust trust chains are able
to be constructed with high probability. A fully self-organized trust establishment
approach is then adopted to conform to the dynamic membership changes. The
simulation results on both static and dynamic performances show that our scheme
is highly resilient to dynamic membership changing and scales well. The lack of initial trust establishment mechanisms in most higher level security solutions (e.g. key
management schemes, secure routing protocols) for ad hoc networks makes them
benefit from our scheme.
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Introduction

Although the security objectives of both ad hoc networks and traditional networks are considered the same such as availability, confidentiality, integrity,
authentication, and non-repudiation, the security issues involved in ad hoc
networks are quite different due to the “mobile” and “ad hoc” constraints, i.e.
limited computing and communicating resources, dynamic network topology
as well as the roaming nature. These features make it hard for building trust
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relationships for securing ad hoc network. The notion of “trust” among entities (e.g., domains, principals, components) is engaged in various protocols
as a set of relationships established on the basis of a body of supporting assurance (trust) evidence and required by specified policies (e.g., by administrative
procedures, business practice, law) (7). In traditional networks, most trust evidences are generated via potentially lengthy assurance processes, distributed
off-line, and assumed to be valid on a long term and certain at the time when
trust relations derived from it are exercised. In contrary, few of these characteristics of trust relations and trust evidence are prevalent in mobile ad hoc
networks. Since those solutions developed mainly for the fix wireline networks
(3; 12) are not fit in such a scenario, new security solutions are eagerly in
demand.
There are many approaches studying ad hoc network security (14; 8; 10; 9; 4;
16; 5). The significant efforts done so far are mainly the adaption from the
existing distributed trust model to ad hoc trust model. Among them, one trend
is to set up an ad hoc network with the help of Certificate Authority (CA) or
Key Distribution Center (KDC) at the bootstrapping phase. A CA/KDC is
responsible for setting up the foremost trust relationships among all the nodes
by distributing keys or certificates (16). Then, CA’s functionality is substituted
by t sub-CAs using threshold cryptography, and these t sub-CAs will issue
partial certificates afterwards. However, this strategy suffers from difficulty on
collecting t certificates efficiently. Notice this limitation, the authors of (5; 9)
adopted a different strategy – a fully self-organized way. They developed a
PGP-like distributed trust establishment scheme where the social relationships
among nodes become the trust evidence for building trust. The scheme is quite
effective and scalable for ad hoc networks. Unfortunately, since it is based on
the assumption of social relations of ad hoc nodes and social relations are
not always profiling the ad hoc feature accurately. Thus, it fails to establish
sufficient trust relations in certain distributed trust deficient scenarios.
In this paper, we propose a modified distributed trust establishment approach.
A secret dealer is introduced only in system bootstrapping phase to simplify
the process of trust initialization. With the help of the secret dealer, sufficient
trust relationships are constructed without relying on any specific assumption,
such as the assumption of sufficient social relationship among nodes in (5;
9). As for sufficient trust relationships, we mean every two nodes in the ad
hoc network can authenticate each other at an almost certain probability
via a chain of trust relationships (trust chain) and moreover, the number of
independent trust chains should be at least larger than two with same high
probability. At the same time, the average length of the trust chains should
be as short as possible to provide efficiency and avoid trust dilution. The trust
relationships can then be maintained by applying a light-weight node joining
and leaving approach. We also provide a probabilistic analysis based on a trust
graph to prove the rational of our scheme. The simulation results show our
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contributions in three aspects clearly:
(1) The average length of the shortest indirect trust paths is decreased significantly (around 2 compared with 4-6 in (6)). Note that the less the
intermediate nodes in a trust path, the less the risk involved in trusting
between remote nodes.
(2) The average number of the shortest indirect trust paths is guaranteed
(at least 2 with same high probability). Thus we assure that the trust
relationship can be built robustly and sufficiently.
(3) The scheme is slightly affected by the dynamic joining/leaving of (up to
50%) nodes. Therefore, it is highly resilient to dynamic feature of ad hoc
networks.
The remaining of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 introduces the
related works. In Section 3, our trust establishment scheme is elaborated and
Section 4 gives the mathematical analysis of our scheme. Section 5 describes
the simulation and its results. At last, we conclude the paper and point out
the future works.

2

Related Works

This section reviews several security solutions for ad hoc networks (14; 5; 9;
16; 10; 4; 8). Specially, we investigate the typical distributed trust model, an
ad hoc trust model based on threshold cryptography and a fully self organized trust model, since these models demonstrate the gradual progress in the
literature.

2.1 Distributed Trust Model
Understanding the term “trust an entity”, we firstly distinguish the two important concepts of “target of trust” and its “classification”. “Target of trust”
is the actual entity we trust, while the “classification” describes exactly what
the entity is being trusted for. Furthermore, there might be a value of trust
which describes how much we trust an entity according to some criteria. Trust
for distributed systems should as much as possible be based on trust evidence
to prevent irrational trust based on faith. And there can be a hierarchy of trust
relationships. Trust can be derived by establishing a direct trust relationship
using an indirect path. The Distributed Trust Model (1) is a decentralized
approach to trust management and uses a recommendation protocol to exchange trust-related information. This model describes how to establish trust
relationships and can be used for various conditions on top of security models
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like public-key systems. It is applicable to any distributed system and isn’t
specifically target for ad hoc networks. For instance, PGP system (17) is a
typical public key certificate based example.
2.2 Distributed CA Approach Using Threshold Cryptography
L.Zhou and Z. J. Haas (16) first introduced a key management system for ad
hoc networks based on threshold cryptography. In their solution, a group of n
servers together with a master public/private key pair are firstly deployed by
CA. Each server has a share of the master private key and stores the key pairs
of all nodes. The shares of master private key are generated using threshold
cryptography. Thus, only n servers together can form a whole signature. For
any node wanting to join the network, it must first collect all of the n partial
signatures. Then the node can compute the whole signature locally and thus
get the certificate.
J. Kong, et al (10) gave an extended system. During the network bootstrapping
phase, a centralized dealer is needed to issue certificates and private key shares
to at least t nodes. A threshold cryptography system is also deployed in order
to provide a (t, n) secret sharing service. Any t nodes can form a centralized
dealer and can thus issue or revoke certificates. In this scheme, a to-be-member
node will collect t partial signatures in its local communication range. This
method facilitates the joining and leaving of nodes to some extent, but also
increases the risk of private key leaking of the centralized dealer. Any t nodes’
being compromised or collusion will break down the whole system.
2.3

Self-organized Certificate-based Trust Model

In order to set up a fully self organized system, S. Capkun and J. P. Hubaux
(5; 15) adopted small world model (6) into mobile ad hoc networks. They
used a PGP-like mechanism to initialize the system. Trust between nodes is
established through secure side channel communication (e.g. physical contact,
infrared communication). They assume that the social relationships among
mobile ad hoc network members are essentially the same as those of in PGP
system, which is the only realistic model in which social relationships in real
society result in trust establishment. Thus, the trust relationships formed by
mobile ad hoc network members must exhibit the same features as PGP system
(6). A public key certificate based approach is also adopted by this scheme.
Every node issues certificates to those it trust from its own domain (i.e, signed
by its own private key). Due to the small world phenomenon shown in social
relationships, nodes can thus authenticate each other with acceptable length
of trust relationship chain. They also studied in details on the mechanisms
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(such as certificate exchange, shortcut hunter algorithm, etc.) to facilitate the
initialization and authentication process (9; 5). A to-be-member node can
contact with as many nodes as possible (according to its relationship with
other nodes) and get their certificates to join the network, and thus can be
authenticated by other nodes in the network.

2.4 Trust Establishment Drawbacks in These Schemes
The aforementioned security solutions suffer from many drawbacks. In the
distributed CA scheme (10), J. Kong, et al mentioned that the trust between
a to-be-member node and t member nodes in its neighborhood can be established by out-of-bound physical proofs, such as human perception or biometrics. However, we can find that this method is far from practical. It is obviously
impossible for a node acquiring t nodes to trust it in its local communication
range, because the trust evidence should be evaluated and authenticated, or
there should exist off-line trust relationships between this node and the t member nodes. In an infrastructureless ad hoc network environment, the evaluation
of trust evidence will be very hard. As for off-line trust relationships, the demand for a to-be-member node having off-line trust relationships with t nodes
in its neighborhood is also impossible, due to the ad hoc nature. Besides, this
kind of scheme suffers from high communication and computation overhead
(14).
In the self-organized scheme, trust establishment is solely coming from offline trust relationships. These off-line trust relationships are generated from
general social relationships. The initialization process depends on nodes themselves to issue certificates, and thus forms a network of trust relationships. This
process is actually very complex and slow in practical, because every issued
certificate will require close contact between two nodes. Further, ad hoc networks are formed haphazardly by member nodes, so the trust relationships
among member nodes are much sparse than those of general society. This
drawback is fatal to the establishment of sufficient trust relationships in ad
hoc networks. On the other hand, even full social trust relationships could be
assumed, it still not enough to build sufficient trust relationships in ad hoc
networks. In PGP certificate graph (6) of year 2001, the size of largest strongly
connected component is only 14000, but the whole graph size is 800,000. This
means most nodes can not authenticate each other. Note that PGP system
(17) is the only example in the real world which reflects full social trust relationships in society. Also in this scheme, the nodes are assumed to locally store
as many certificates as possible. This will cause a big problem due to limited
storage capability of most nodes except for few high-end devices (e.g. PDAs,
notebooks). As indicated in Section 2, a certificate at the minimum contains
a) node identifier and its corresponding public key; b) a signature. In case of
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2048-bit RSA keys, it will be at least more than 512 bytes for each certificate.
At the same time, even for high-end mobile phones the totally storage capacity
could be at most a few mega-bytes, which are used for storing the application
data of all kinds and not solely for certificates.

3

Our Trust Establishment Scheme

The goal of our scheme is to establish sufficient trust relationships in ad hoc
networks with minimum local storage capacity requirements on the mobile
nodes. The scheme should be resilient to nodes’ dynamically joining/leaving
and scale well at the same time. Without lose of generality, we draw some
basic assumptions: Every node has its own private/public key pair and the
binding of the node with its public key is known to the chosen secret dealer;
There are sufficient trust evidences between nodes and the secret dealer, and
the nodes will trust the secret dealer.

3.1 Trust Establishment in the Bootstrapping Phase
In order to simplify the initialization process and establish sufficient trust relationships in the network, a secret dealer is introduced in the bootstrapping
phase. The advantage of a centralized secret dealer is that the trust relationships between nodes and secret dealer are out of question, as the trust can be
based on some long term trust evidences. The secret dealer could be a telecommunication service provider common to all current member nodes, which has
long-term well established trust relationships with current member nodes and
properly keeps the bindings of its served nodes and their corresponding public
keys.
During the bootstrapping phase, every current member node gets its own
secret short list from the secret dealer and stores it locally. The secret short
list is pre-computed by the secret dealer and could be distributed to each
current member node in parallel to speed up the process. The secret short list
includes k entries and the value of k is determined according to the group size
n and may vary slightly from node to node. Each entry contains a binding of
a node identifier and its corresponding public key: (ID, PK ). After the secret
short lists are properly distributed, the following conditions will be met (let
SLi denote the secret short list obtained by node i):
• Every current member node receives a secret short list SL, which contains
k semi-randomly selected bindings, i.e., a set of (ID, PK ) pairs with cardinality equals to k;
6

• The bindings are distributed symmetrically. If node i gets the binding corresponding to node j and its public key in the secret short list, then the
binding of node i to its own public key is also included in that of the node
j’s, that is, (IDi , PKi ) ⊂ SLj , if (IDj , PKj ) ⊂ SLi .

G(V, E)

G(V, E)

node j

node j

node i

node i

Fig. 1. Trust Chains with different values of k in an ad hoc network

The second part of the bootstrapping phase is a certificate issuing process.
After all the current member nodes get their own secret short lists, each of
them begins to generate certificates for the received bindings from its own
domain and also store it locally. The certificate issued by a node i at the
minimum contains the following contents: a) a particular (ID, PK ) binding
selected from the obtained secret list; b) valid interval; c) a signature signed on
a) and b) using node i’s own private key. Therefore, each current member node
issues exactly k certificates according to its obtained secret short list. Thus,
a network of trust relationships is formed. The value of k is carefully chosen
so that there will be sufficient trust relationships in the network. In Figure
1, we show two different situations corresponding to different chosen value of
k. When k equals to 1, then the possibility for n nodes to establish a strong
connected certificate graph (as defined in Section 4) equals to (n−1)!/(n−1)n ,
which implies that the chance for any two member nodes to accomplish a
mutual authentication process is extremely low. When k equals to n − 1, we
can see all the nodes are fully connected. However, every node is required to
store the bindings of all the n current member nodes (including its own), and
therefore, the demanding storage capacity, which is limited in mobile nodes,
is linear to the network size n. In Section 4 we will show how to determine
the value of k and the detail of assigning algorithm. Our assigning scheme
guarantees that the probability of any two nodes that can find a trust chain
to authenticate each other is “almost certain”. At the same time, the value of
k is kept to be as small as possible under the given network size n to meet the
storage constraints in mobile nodes. A good balance is reached between the
required storage capability and the sufficiency of the trust relationships. This
is assured by our concrete mathematical analysis in Section 4.
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3.2 Trust Establishment with Nodes Dynamically Joining/Leaving

After the system bootstrapping phase is finished, the ad hoc network becomes
fully functional, and thus no infrastructures can be expected, i.e., the secret
dealer will not exist any more. To address this point, a distributed trust establishment approach is adopted at this phase to accommodate the dynamic
membership changing in ad hoc networks. We assume that there are sparse
social relationships existed among nodes. By sparse social relationships, we
mean that any to-be-member node can establish independent trust relationship with at least two current member nodes.
From this starting point, any to-be-member node should first establish trust relationships between current member nodes and itself, that is, obtaining enough
certificates from current member nodes before joining the network. The number of certificates required is at least two. Due to the mobility of the nodes
and the sparse social relationship existed among nodes, it is reasonable to
require at least two independent certificates to be hold by a to-be-member
node. Although we set two as the coarse-grained threshold number, a higher
value can be set if necessary and possible (because the number of certificates
that could be acquired is determined by actually existed social relationships
among nodes). If this is done correctly, then this to-be-member node now
becomes a formal network member. In PGP system, getting at least two independence certificates is also assumed as a requirement for a node to be
marginally trusted. Note that the required two certificates must be checked to
make sure that the signers are neither on the leaving list nor on the revocation
list.
An alternate approach to facilitate a to-be-member node to joining process
is as follows: A to-be-member node first contacts any current member node
within its communication range (one-hop range) to request for joining the
network. Any of the current available member nodes can reply the request
and handle it. The correspondence member node then communicates with
other network member nodes to authenticate the trust evidence provided by
this to-be-member node. This operation can be a broadcast, which relays the
message (trust evidence information) obtained from the to-be-member node.
If the trust evidence is authenticated by a current member node, then the
to-be-member node obtains the certificate signed by this node. This process
is repeated until the to-be-member node gets at least two independent certificates.
The combination of the two methods can make it efficient to accomplish joining
process of a to-be-member node. The certificates issued by the member nodes
in this phase is the same as those issued in the bootstrapping phase. The
issuing procedure is as follows: A member node issues a certificate that binds
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the target node’s ID and public key together from its own domain once the
authentication on the target node is successfully accomplished. Symmetrically,
the target node also issues a certificate to that member node from its own
domain at the same time and store it locally. After the to-be-member node
collects enough certificates and becomes a formal member node, it begins to
issue certificates from its own domain according to the available information.
It may copy the certificate information stored by its trusted nodes and issue
the same certificates but from this own domain. At this point, the node is
fully connected to the network.
As for the leaving process, a leaving node may broadcast its leaving information and signs on it so that all other member nodes will revoke all the
certificates issued to it after verifying the message. The leaving action of a
node may also be detected and reported by any other member node. The local
detection leads to a broadcast message sent to all other member nodes. The
broadcasted information then will be authenticated by each node independently and if it’s true, the certificates issued to this node will be revoked after
a reasonable delay. The delay is roughly corresponding to network information
convergence time to collect potential disputing message and therefore prevents
potential cheating attack. After a node leaves the network, no valid certificate
or certificate chain can reach it any more.

4

Mathematical Model and Analysis

In this section, we use a directed graph to evaluate the effect of parameter
k, which is defined in subsection 3.1. We assume that a certificate digraph
G(V, E) represents the public keys and the certificates of the network system,
where V and E stand for the set of vertices and the set of edges, respectively.
The vertices of the certificate digraph represent the bindings of public keys and
their corresponding IDs and the edges represent the certificates. A directed
edge from node i (Public key of node i) to node j (Public key of node j)
will exist if there is a certificate signed with the private key of i that binds
the the identifier of node j and its public key PKj (as denoted in Figure 1).
A certificate chain from node i to node j is represented by a directed path
from vertex i to vertex j in G. So if any two nodes in a certificate digraph
is connected, then the trust between the two nodes will be established. The
trust chain is thus represented by the certificate chain.
The problem of establishing sufficient trust chains among nodes is now reduced
to a connectivity problem in a digraph. We first depict our problem formally:
Let p be the probability that a certificate exists between any two nodes, n
be the number of network nodes, and d = p · (n − 1) be the expected degree
of a node (i.e., the average number of directed edges linking that node with
9

its graph neighbors with direction either in or out), what value should the
expected average degree of a node, d, be so that every two nodes in the ad
hoc network can authenticate each other at an almost certain probability
via a chain of trust relationships (trust chain) and moreover, the number of
independent trust chains should be at least larger than two with same high
probability? Using the digraph defined above, the first part of the problem
is restated as: in a random digraph, what value should the expected average
degree of a vertex d, be so that the digraph is strongly connected?

4.1

A Semi-Random Digraph Model for Our Scheme

To answer the above problem, we slightly modify our problem in order to get
a simple mathematical model. In a predefined, semi-random digraph, what
value should the expected average degree of a vertex d, be so that the digraph
is strongly connected?
In order to understand this problem, we first introduce a connectivity model of
random graph. A random graph G(n, p) is a graph of n vertices for which the
probability that a link exists between two vertices is p. Erdös and Rènyi (11)
showed that, for monotone properties, there exists a value of p such that the
property moves from “nonexistent” to “certainly true” in a very large random
graph. The function defining p is called the threshold function of a property.
+ nc , with c any real constant then
They showed that if p = ln(n)
n
−c

lim P r[G(n, p)connected] = e−e .

n→∞

Therefore, given n we can find p and d = p · (n − 1) for which the resulting
graph is connected with desired probability P r[G(n, p)connected]. Figure 2
illustrates the plot of the expected degree of a node d as a function of the
network size n for various values of P r[G(n, p)connected]. The figure shows
that, to increase the probability that a random graph is connected by one
order, the expected degree of a node increases only by 2. Moreover, the curves
of this plot are almost flat when n is large, indicating that the size of the
network has insignificant impact on the expected degree of a node required to
have a connected graph. For example, to make sure that the graph is connected
with probability 0.999999, the average degree of a node needed is only no more
than 24 with n equals to 20000.
Based on the discussion above, we now construct a digraph with same connectivity feature. In our method, each edge in the (undirected) random graph,
will be viewed as two directional edges so that the directly connected nodes
in (undirected) random graph can still keep mutual directly connection in the
10

Fig. 2. Expected degree of node vs. network size under various P r[G(n, p)connected]

resulted digraph. Figure 3 illustrates this process. In this way, dn/2 edges
will be added and totally edges will be dn. Thus the average degree (d) of
the node in the digraph will be twice as that of (undirected) random graph:
d = 2d. At this point, we have obtained a semi-random digraph with average
degree of node equals to 2d whose connectivity feature is the same as above
(undirected) random graph. It is easy to see that the value of k represents the
number of out edges of a given node, which equals to d/2 = d. We can thus
decide the value of k and the assigning algorithm by using this semi-random
digraph model.
G(V, E)

G(V, E)
node j

node i

node j

Transforming node i

n=6
random graph

Semi-random digraph

Fig. 3. Transforming a random graph to a semi-random digraph

For an ad hoc network of size 20000, at most 25 semi-random selected (ID, PK )
bindings are needed for every node to assure that any two nodes can establish
at least one trust chain at probability 0.999999. So at this point, we have got
the value of k, which is a threshold number to make sure that the certificate
graph is almost certainly strong connected without relying on any assumption.
Therefore, we have answered the first part of the question.

4.2 Analysis of the Sufficiency of Trust Relationships
The second part of the problem is how to provide at least two independent
trust chains between every two nodes. We give a probabilistic solution to this
problem in this subsection. We first define two parameters. In a certificate
digraph G, if node i and j are directly strongly connected, we say there is
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a direct trust path pathd between node i and j; if node i and j are strongly
connected via only one middle node, we say there is a shortest indirect trust
path paths between node i and j.
Given the value of k determined in above subsection, we first estimate the
existing probability of pathd and paths , namely, p and ps in the ad hoc network.
Note that in above section, p has been introduced. And because the value of
k is very low relative to network size n, the value of p is very low, though the
value of P r[G(n, p)connected] is very large. It is obviously that the value of p
is linear to the value of k.
In our semi-digraph model, one shortest indirect path between two nodes
means these two nodes hold at least one same (ID, PK ) binding. So the probability ps can be explained as the probability that two nodes share at least one
common (ID, PK ) binding. At the same time, if two nodes hold more than 2
same (ID, PK ) bindings, then there will be at least two independent shortest
indirect trust paths between the two nodes. This means the trust between two
nodes can be verified through at least two independent shortest indirect trust
paths. The probability of existing no less than two shortest trust paths (ps2 )
can be calculated by following calculation.
ps2 = 1 − P (2 nodes share no common bindings) −
P (2 nodes share only one common binding)
=1−

k ·C k
Cn
n−k
k ·C k
Cn
n

−

k ·C k−1
Ck1 ·Cn
n−k
k
k
Cn ·Cn

Using Stirling’s approximation: n! ≈
will be
ps2 = 1 −

=1−
√

n+(k−1)2
n−2k+1

·

((n−k)!)2
(n−2k)!n!

−

k2 ((n−k)!)2
(n−2k+1)!n!

2πnn+1/2 e−n , the simplified equation

(1−k/n)2(n−k+1/2)
.
(1−2k/n)(n−2k+1/2)

Figure 4 presents the curves as the changing of ps2 according to k under
different network size n. From the figure, we can see that when k = 100
(n = 10000), the probability of two nodes having at least two shortest indirect
trust paths will be around 0.26, i.e. ps2 ≈ 0.26. When k = 150 (n = 10000),
ps2 ≈ 0.66. And When k = 250 (n = 10000), ps2 ≈ 0.988. So under the
network size of 10000, each node only needs to store around 200 certificates
locally to establish sufficient trust chains with ideal sufficiency exists in ad
hoc networks. So if we set 0.9 as threshold value of ps2 , then at most 250 key
pairs should be stored by each node under network size 10000. Thus, we have
decided the value of k under different network sizes and answered the whole
question.
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Fig. 4. ps2 vs. k under different ad hoc network size n

5

Simulation Results

With the theoretical analysis shown above, we evaluated the performance of
our trust establishment scheme and the dynamical characteristic of the scheme.
All simulations were implemented in C/C++ with LEDA (Library of Efficient
Data Types and Algorithms) (2).
5.1 Performance of Assigning Scheme
We implemented our trust establishment scheme by generating semi-random
certificate graph G. The degree k of vertices is chosen according to the mathematical model discussed in Section 4. Different values of k are used to indicate
the performance variation of trust sufficiency among nodes. We generated various certificate graphs for different network size to test the performance of trust
sufficiency. We repeated the experiment 10 times for each network size. We
choose network size of 4000 as our starting point because we believe that the
results getting from the larger network size is applicable to the smaller ones,
because the underlying storage capacity is always the same and it will not be
a problem to handle the storage constraints.
Two parameters are used to evaluate the performance of trust sufficiency.
One is P AT Hleng , the average length of the shortest path of digraph G, which
is similar to the directed characteristic length defined by (6). The average
length of the shortest path of digraph G is defined as the median of the
means of the directed shortest path lengths strongly connecting each vertex
to all other vertices in G. The other parameter P AT Hnum is defined as the
average number of shortest indirect paths of digraph G. The average number
of shortest indirect paths of digraph G is defined as the median of the means
of the number of indirect shortest trust paths strongly connecting each vertex
to all other vertices in G.
The scatter points in Figure 4 denote the actual values of ps2 versus k under
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Fig. 5. P AT Hleng vs. k under different ad Fig. 6. P AT Hnum vs. k under different ad
hoc network size n
hoc network size n

different network sizes, obtained from experiment data. The simulation results
closely conform to the mathematical model as shown in the same figure (indicated by solid lines with different colors). Figure 5 indicates that the average
shortest path between two nodes. It shows that as k increases, the average
shortest path between two nodes P AT Hleng drops to around 2. Compared
with the results shown in Figure 11 of (6), P AT Hleng decreases nearly [1/3–
1/2] (from 4-6 to around 2), which is a significant improvement considering
ad hoc property.
Figure 6 shows the actual number of shortest indirect trust paths P AT Hnum
in graph G. It shows that for two nodes in a certificate digraph G to have
larger than 2 shortest indirect trust paths, the needed value of k is relatively
small (i.e. 1.2% − −2.2% for network size from 10000 to 4000). E.g. for a
network size of 10000, only 1.5% nodes are needed. The larger the network,
the less the ratio of k to network size. Thus, the scheme is quite applicable in
large scale of ad hoc network.

5.2 Dynamical Characteristic
We also used two test groups for the examination of the dynamical characteristic of our trust management scheme. Firstly, we examined the joining
and leaving process separately. When nodes leaving process is examined, we
assume that up to 20 percent members would leave. As for joining process,
the joining nodes will be up to 30 percent of the network size. Secondly, we
simulated a dynamical joining and leaving process while keeping the network
size roughly unchanged, and the performance of the network were examined
after each given time interval.
Table 1 shows the experimental results after we removed m =500, 1000, 1500,
2000 nodes randomly. We see that the network still have a good performance
even after 20 percent nodes leaving. The simulation is conducted on a network
with size n = 10000. Compared with the network of size 8000, the performance
14

m

P AT Hnum

P AT Hleng

k = 100

k = 120

k = 150

k = 100

k = 120

k =150

0

1.01

1.48

2.23

2.35

2.22

2.09

500

0.94

1.36

2.11

2.37

2.25

2.08

1000

0.90

1.29

2.01

2.38

2.27

2.10

1500

0.84

1.24

1.89

2.42

2.28

2.12

2000

0.81

1.16

1.79

2.44

2.29

2.13

8000*

0.81

1.25

1.79

2.47

2.28

2.16

Table 1
The network performance after nodes leaving (with n = 10000, m ≤ 2000)
k

P AT Hnum

P AT Hleng

before joining

after joining

before joining

after joining

80

1.04

1.01

2.32

2.32

100

1.62

1.64

2.14

2.16

120

2.37

2.42

2.07

2.06

150

3.74

3.77

1.99

1.99

Table 2
The network performance after nodes joining (with n = 6000, m = 2000)

is basically the same. So the trust sufficiency is tolerant to up to 20% nodes
leaving without affecting network performance.
Table 2 shows similar results for nodes’ joining. In our scheme, nodes joining
does not have significant influence on network performance.

Fig. 7. P AT Hnum /P AT Hleng vs. dynamically changing k

The dynamic joining and leaving process is simulated by processing random
joining or leaving of each individual node. The probability of joining and
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leaving of a node equals to 0.5. This means that nodes’ leaving and joining are
of the same chance. We examined the network performance at each 500 interval
and get the results as shown in Figure 7. The whole process ended when
network has experienced 5000 times joining/leaving actions. We can see that
the network performance actually has little change. This result clearly shows
that our trust management scheme is very robust in a dynamic environment.

6

Concluding Remarks

In this paper, we proposed a robust trust establishment scheme for securing
ad hoc networks. This scheme is actually a modified distributed trust establishment approach based on public-key cryptography. We have shown that
with the help of a secret dealer, the trust establishment issue in bootstrapping phase can be solved in a simple way. And the adoption of distributed
trust establishment model leads to a light-weight trust establishment solution
to node dynamically joining/leaving, which is conform to the very nature of
ad hoc networks. To formally analyze the problem, we came out with a probabilistic method based on a trust digraph model. The simulation results on
both static and dynamic performances of our trust establishment scheme show
that the trust establishment and maintenance in this scheme can be fulfilled
very well. Our scheme deals with the fundamental trust establishment problem, it can serve as the building block for higher level security solutions such
as key management schemes or secure routing protocols. In the near future,
we would like to test our scheme into certain real ad hoc systems like mobile
ad hoc networks and analyze the system performances.
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